
Training == Gold Medal ?

We wish you to help us discover the best way of how to organize preparations and training for
the IOI. Please take a few minutes to fill out this questionnaire. We will use this data to study
and analyze the correlation between diverse preparation techniques and results at the IOI. The
outcome of our research will be published later on, and will be available to all teams. No
personal data will be published. If you are interested in the results, please give us your email
address.
Please feel free to add any additional remarks wherever you think is necessary.

Name: ___________________ Surname: _________________
Age: ___________
Email [optional]: ___________________  
Your contestant code [e.g. SWEC1]: _____________________________

Programming career

How old were you when you wrote your first computer program? __________________
How many years of programming classes did you attend at school? ________________
How many years of other computer classes (Internet, word processing …) did you attend at
school? __________________

Organized IOI Preparation

Please describe the preparation program in detail here:

What did the organized IOI preparation program contain:
? training camp (meeting for ?  1 day)
? mailing list
? participation in online contests: which? _________________________
? other: 

If you attended an organized training camp:
How many days in total? ________
How many students attended the training camp? _________
How many teachers where there? __________
What did you do?

? learn algorithms in lectures
? discuss algorithms with other participants
? solve problems on computer
? solve problems on paper
? other: _____________________________________________



If you participated in an organized Internet or mailing list preparation:
What did you do?

? learn algorithms from emails, books, websites, …
? discuss algorithms with other participants
? solve problems on computer
? solve problems on paper
? submit task solutions to organizers
? other: _____________________________________________

 
What tasks were you solving while preparing for IOI?      How many tasks (approx.)?

? tasks from books ___________
? tasks from former IOI ___________
? tasks from other competitions ___________
? online tasks from:

o usaco.org (ace.delos.com/usacogate) ___________
o Valladolid uni. (acm.uva.es) ___________
o Ural state uni. (acm.timus.ru) ___________
o Zehjiang uni. (acm.zju.edu.cn) ___________
o other: ________________________ ___________

How many percent of your IOI score do you think was contributed by the organized
preparation programme? ___________%  [yes, we know that this is hard to estimate]

What else did you do to prepare for the IOI?

Altogether, how many days did you spend to prepare for IOI (personal and organized)?
________ days
 
Qualification for IOI

How many rounds of competition did you pass to qualify for IOI? __________
How many students participated in the first round? __________
If you participated at the IOI before, when? _____________________________
Which other international competition have you ever attended [CEOI, BOI, ACM, …]? _____

Please put this form in the box that is set up at the information desk. 
Thank you for your help! 

Mark Cieliebak, Switzerland Peter Kese, Slovenia
cieliebak@inf.ethz.ch peter.kese@ijs.si


